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CHAPTER I
THE EVALUATION OF INFINITE UTILITY STREAMS
1. Introduction
Concern with optimal economic growth (and other problems which are
similar in having no natural termination date) has led to an examination
of the problem of evaluating a stream, of consumption for example, which
extends over an infinite future. One approach to this problem is the
selection of a specific functional for the evaluation. 1Thus, Ramsey
chose to maximize the integral of undiscounted utility as the criterion
for optimal growth. This approach, while permitting explicit choice of
timing preference, lacks generality in the nature of the evaluation and
2fails to define a sensitive ordering in parts of the program space.
This leads naturally to the approach of assuming the existence of
a preference ordering over the alternative streams, and examining the
implications of various axiom sets imposed on these preferences. This,
3then, was the approach of Koopmans and is the one followed in this
paper. The implications derived are of two types. For some axiom
sets a preference is shown for present utility over that to be enjoyed
l.aamsey, F. P., "A Mathematical Theory of Saving," Economic
Journal, 1928.
2For a detailed discussion of the problems of this approach» see
Chakravarty, S., "The Ex'istence of an Optimum Savings Program;"
Econometrica, 1962.
~Koopmans, T. C., "Stationary Ordinal Utility and Impatience,"
Econometrica, 1960.
2in the distant future. For other sets, the impossibility of treating
all time periods the same is shown. Before presenting these results~
sufficient conditions on preferences are derived for the existence of
a utility function.
2. Notation
Throughout the paper, time will be considered in discrete units.
Then, a utility stream, U, for the entire future can be denoted as
U = (ul' u2' ..•, ut' .•.) where ut is the one period utility level
enjoyed in period t. The one period utility level would be the value
assumed by a one-period utility function defined over one period con-
sumption bundles, and the utility levels at different points of time
could be compared in terms of commodities at different points in time.
By making one period utilities, rather than one period consumption
bundles, the argument of the preferences, certain types of intertemporal
complementarity are ruled out. Thus, while the fact that the type of
good one consumes today affects the enjoyment from consuming the same
good tomorrow is ignored, the possibility of the level of today's enjoy-
ment affecting the addition to total utility of a given level of enjoy-
ment tomorrow is included within this context.
The one-period utility levels,ut,will be assumed to lie in the
closed unit internal. This implies that the one-period utility function
has a maximum and can assume it.
Then, the set, X, of all utility streams will be the infinite
Cartesian product of the unit internal. In order to be able to define
a continuous utility function on the set of utility s~reams, it is
necessary to define a distance function or metric and thus a topology on X.
3Two such metrics, d, will be considered in this paper: the sup metric:
d (U,U') = sup IUt ~ u~ I ,t
and the 4product metric :
d (U,UO) 00 2-t 1u - u 0 J.= E
t=l t t
Preferences over utility streams will be denoted by > arid- for
preferred and indifferent to. The vector inequality U > UO will mean
u ~ UD and U F U'. The vector with a constant one period utility level,
u, will be denoted by (u ) = (u,u, •••). An infinite vector (lut, UO)con
will mean (ul' u2' •••, ut' ui' u~, •••, u~, •••). By a utility function
is meant a real, continuous~ order-preserving function from X to the
real line.
A natural topology for X is a topology in which the sets
{u in X I U Z U'I and {u in X I UO t uJ are closed for all UO in X.
3. The Existence of a Utility Function
For a preference ordering over utility streams to be interestingD
it must exhibit some degree of sensitivity to changes in the one period
utility levels. Two different aXio~ expressing this sensitivity will
be presented in this section. The first sensitivity axiom is that
(81) U ~ Un implies U ~ Uo
U > U 0 implies U >- U ° •
4This is a metric for the product topology on X. The product
topology has the property that the reversal of the numbering of two~
time periods does not alter the topology.
4This axiom states that a utility stream which is greater than or equal
to a second stream in every time period is preferred or indifferent to
the second stream, while a utility stream greater than a second stream
in every time period is strictly preferred to it.
The existence theorem will make use of a lemma of Debreu5 which
will be stated first.
Lemma. Let X be a completely ordered set~ Z = (ZO' Zl' .••) a countable
subset of X. If for every pair U, US of elements of X such that U> Uu,
there is an element Zi of Z such that U ~ Zi ~ UU, then there exists on
X a real, order-preserving function~ continuous in any natural topology.
The existence theorem will also use a lemma which states that every
utility stream U is indifferent to some constant stream (u ) if thecon
preferences satisfy the sensitivity axiom (Sl) and are such that the
sup metric generates a natural topology.
Lemma. Let X be completely ordered by a preference ordering satisfying
(Sl) and for which the sup metric generates a natural topology. Then,
for any U in X there exists a one period utility level, u, such that
U ,.., (u ) •con
Proof: Let D be the set of constant utility streams~ (u ). D is. con
*connected. Assume there exists a U in X such that there does not exist
*Define A = [U in X J U C U } () D,
*From the assumption about U , A n B = ~o
a (u ) indifferent to it.con
B ~ {U in X I U* ~ U} (\D.
Since the ordering is comp1etep A V B = Do By (S 1) p (0 ) < U < (1 )con - ,.., con
5Debreu, G., "Representation of a Preference Ordering by a Numberica1
Function," Chapter XI in R. Mo Thrall, C. H. Coombs!) R. L. Davis (edso)p
Decision Processes, New York, 1954.
5for all U. Therefore, A F 0, B # 0. 8ince the sup metric generates a
natural topology, both A and B are closed relative to D. This contradicts
the connectedness of D.
The existence theorem can now be proved by showing that the set of
constant utility streams with rational one period utility levels satisfies
the conditions to be the set Z in Debreuls lemma.
Existence Theorem: Let X be completely ordered by a preference ordering
satisfying (81) and for which the sup metric generates a natural topology.
Then there exists a utility function from X with the sup metric to the
real line.
Proof: For any pair U9 U· in X such that U> UI, there exists a pair
u, u' in the unit interval such that u > u' (u ) - U and (UO ) - UO.
9 con' con
For any such pair u, u' there exists a rational number r such that
u > r > u'. Therefore, U r (r ) > Uo. Thus the set Z - [(r )/con - L con
r rational, 0 ~ r ~ I} satisfies the conditions of Debreuos lemma.
By the same proofsp the existence theorem could be shown to hold
when the product metric is used in place of the sup metric. The theorem
will also continue to be true for both metrics if the sensitivity axiom
(81) is replaced by the following sensitivity axiom which implies (81).
(82) U ~ U' implies U > UO •
The axiom states that a utility stream that has at least as high one
period utility levels in all periods as a second stream and a higher
level in at least one period than the second9 is preferred to the
second.
64. Eventual Impatience
Preference for earlier timing of utility can be expressed by a
preference for a utility stream U = (ul~u2su3~' ••9Ut_19UtJUt+190o.)
t '
over a st~eam U = (Ut,U2,u3, •••,Ut_l,ul,Ut+l'.o.) if ul > Uta In
thother words, reversing the timing of the first and t period utility
levels raises the utility of the entire stream if it places the larger
one period level in the first period. This is impatience for the first
thover the t period. In the case where the preferences conform to a
00
utility function f(U) = Z WtUt' this would mean wI > wt• Eventualt=l thimpatience means impatience for the first period over the t period
for 'all t sufficiently far in the future. In the example above, this
would be satisfied if wI > 0 and wt goes to zero as t goes to infinity.
The following two theorems examine the conditions for eventual impatience
in the two cases of the product and the sup metric.
Theorem: Let X be completely ordered by a prefetence ordering satisfying
(82) and for which the product metric generates a natural topology.
Then for any E > 0 there exists an s such that, for all U in X II for
all t > s for which lUI - uti ~ E ,
( 1) U
Proof: By the existence theoremll there exists a utility function f.
Given € > 0 define, for all U in X, K1 (U) = {k I uk ~ "i + €. U ~ Uk} .
Then Kl (U) is the set of indices k, for which (1) is not true when
uk ~ "i + E.
7and
K2 (U) = [k I uk ~ "i - €, Uk ~ UJ '
Kl = { k I there exists U in X such that k in Kl (U)} ,
K2 = {kl there exists U in X such that k in K2(U)}
Define
It is sufficient to show, for any € > 0, that both Kl and K2 have
only a finite number of elements. The two cases are symmetric and it
will be shown that Kl has a finite number of elements.
Assume Kl has infinitely many elements. For each k in Kl select
a U(k) such that k is in Kl(U(k». Since X is compact the sequence
{U(k) I k in KlJ has a convergent subsequence (U(ki» converging to U:
For each U(ki) in the convergent subsequence consider Uki(ki). This
**set has a convergent subsequence converging to U .
By comparing the elements of the two convergent subsequences it
** * ** *is seen that "i .? "i + €, uj = u for j = 2,3,4, ... Thusj
** * ** *U >U and, by (S2), U » U . However for each k.
].
U(k.) >- Uki(k.). * **This and the continuity of f imply U ~ U , which
]. - ].
is a contradiction.
The case with the sup metric is complicated by the fact that
infinite sequences of utility streams need not have convergent subse-
quences since this space is not compact. Thus to show eventual
impatience for a stream U in X it is not sufficient to look at the
infinite sequence (Ut) but rather, the proof involves constructing a
sequence which does converge and which, without eventual impatience,
would violate the continuity of the utility function. This difficulty
results in a somewhat weaker statement of the theorem and a need for two
additional axioms:
8(NCI)
(NC2)
For all u,u' ,U,U' (u,U) ~ (u,UO) implies (u',U) ~ (e',U').
For all lUt'IU~,u,Uu (lut,U) ~ (1~~'U) implies (lut,U') ~ (lut,U').
The axioms express a certain type of non-complementarity of the preferences
over time or that the "preferences" over part of the time horizon are
independent of the utility levels enjoyed in other times.
Theorem: Let X be completely ordered by a preference ordering satisfying
(52), (NCl) , and (NC2) and for which the sup metric generates a natural
topology. Then for each U in X and e > 0, there exists an s such that
for all t ~ s for which Iu - u I1 t ~ e,
( 1) U as
Proof: By the existence theorem there exists a utility function f.
Given U and e define Kl = {k J Uk ~ "i + E,'U ~ uk]
K2 = {k J Uk ~ "i - e, Uk ~ uJ ' it is sufficient to show that both
sets have a finite number of elements. The two cases are symmetric and
only Kl will be considered.
Assume Kl has infinitely many elements.' 'Label them in order ki
with i = 1,2, ••.• For k in Kl define:
*k *k *k *~ --luI; j in Kl and j f: k J
U = (ul ,u2 ,.••) where uj u
j
; j in Kl and j < k or j not in Kl
**k *k *k
U = (uk' tiZ ,u3 , ••• )
From (82) we see that U**k> U*k and U*ki+l> U*ki.
U*k~+l > U**ki. *kimplies • _ Therefore lim f(U ) = lim
k~ 00 k.-+oo
By (NC2) U > Uki-
f(U**k) = f*
For each k there exists an ak such that
*1C'k .By (NCl) U - (uk,ak,ak,ak, ...).
9*k·+1"-- *k·Since U ~ r U L a, ki+1
* * *f = f(u1,a ,a ,..•).
*> ak., lim ak exists and equals a .L k-?oo
Then
There exists a convergent subsequence of
* * * * *in K1) converging to, say, u . Then, f = f(u ,a ,a ,...)
* > *= u. But uk = u1 + € for all k in K1, therefore u > u1.implying "i
This is a contradiction.
5. Equal Treatment for All Generations
A preference ordering which treats all generations equally is one
which satisfies the condition:
(C) U - Ut for all U i~ X and all t = 1,2, ••••
This condition is satisfied, for example, by Ramsey's functional, which
does not discount future utilities in:the integral to be maximized.
However, certain axiom sets can be shown to be inconsistent with this
condition. The two axiom sets used in Section 4 to derive eventual
impatience'are clearly inconsistent wfth (C). For each of the metrics
being examined in this paper a weakening of the axiom sets used in
Section 4 can be permitted while preserving the inconsistency of the
axiom set with (C).
Theorem: Let X be completely ordered by a preference ordering satisfying
(Sl) and for which the product metric generates a natural topology.
Then condition (C) must be violated.
Proof: Assume (C) is satisfied. By the existence theorem there exists
i-I
a utility function f. For j ~ i define aij = (eb'b:;: .a~a .•~aa •..) ,
> jth placefor 1 = b > a ~ O. (aij has i bas, in the first i-1 places
and in the jth place). For k,j ~ i, (C) implies aij - aik.
10
lim
j~oo
a ..lJ a. 1 . I.'l- ,l-
,
Therefore f(aij) = f(a. 1 . 1) for a11 i,j ·l- ,l-
lim
j ~oo aij
= (a ) .con Therefore f(a1j) f(a . .)lJ f( (a) ).con
lim
i~oo
a .•
II
= (bcon ) . Therefore f(a ..) =11 f( (b con )) f( (acon ) ).
But (b ) > (a ). This is a contradiction.con con
Theorem: Let X be completely ordered by a preference ordering satisfying
(82) and (NCl) and for which the sup metric generates a natural topology.
Then condition (C) is inconsistent with this preference ordering.
Proof: By the existence theorem there exists a utility function f. Assume
n~
(C) is satisfied. Define 0 = (11 .••100 ...) (n lis followed by all zeros).n
*0n+l> On The set (f(On» is 'monotonically increasing and has a limit f .
*There exists a b such that f((b con» = f. , wi th b < 1, since by (C),for
all n, (1 ) » «nu ... i > O. For all a < b there exists n such thatcon n
a > (a ) ~ a (C) and (NCl) imply 0n+2 ~n+l - con - n
Therefore (b )~. (l,(a » for all a < b. But lim
I con con a-eb
and (l,(b » ~ (b ). This is a contradiction.con con
( 1 ,0 -'1) ;> (1, (a » ,n-r con
(l,(a » = (l,(b »con con
5. Preferences Without a Utility Function
Throughout the above sections, the preferences were assumed to be
such that the existence of a utility function could be shown. This
assumption shall now be dropped. Preferences over infinite horizon streams,
U, will be assumed to have certain relationships with preferences over
finite horizon streams, lUte These relationships may be interpreted in
11
either of two ways. The interpretation may be made that the preferences,
>, over infinite streams, U, are such that it is possible to construct
""-
>-preference orderings; over finite sequences, lUt' for all t. Then these
derived preferences, ~ can be assumed to have certain properties and
t'
bear certai~ relationships with the basic preference ordering ~.
On the other hand, it may be interpreted to mean that persons,
when facing decisions about an infin~te future, do not directly know
their own minds, but they do know their preferences,~, over finite
t
sequences, lUt' and they have convictions about the relationships of prefer-
ences for the entire future and those for just parts of it.
It will be assumed that there are complete preference orderings >
'V
lUt' for all t. iWill be assumed to be the same asover U and ~ overt
Define (lut ) to be the infinite stream (lut, lUt' lUt' ...).rep
three axioms that will be assumed about the relation-
~.
There are
ships between the preference orderings.
(AI) F 11 I U u ~or at, 1ut' 1ut' ; 1 t t
(A2) u' .
,..
u' implies (lut ) >- (lu' )For all t, lUt' u 'V1 t' 1 t t 1 t 'V trep rep
(A3) There exists a u such that for all U, U'
U1~1 U' implies (u , U) } $1 (u , UI) .
Axiom 1 is a noncomp~ementarity axiom and is equivalent to (NC2).
Axiom 2 has both noncomplementarity and persistence of preferences aspects.
Axiom 3 is a stationarity axiom, and is equivalent to the stationarity
6axiom of Koopmans. It assumes a preservation of preferenc~ orderings
when the timing of all periods is moved one period into the future, while
6Koopmans, T.C., .Q.E.. cit.
12
the present assumes a constant utility level for all streams.
Theorem: A set of complete preference orderings~, ~' t = 1,2, .••
satisfying (A1), (A2), and (A3) is inconsistent with (C).
Proof: Assume u in (A3) is unequal to 0. (If it is equal to zero the
proof will hold replacing u and ° by ° and 1). Applying (A3) to
«u ,0). ) and (O,u) we have «u,O) ) ~.<?::] «0 .u) ) impliesrep 'rep rep l rep
(u,(u,O)rep) f~<l «».o: ). u > ° implies (u,(u,O) ) >- «o;» ).( ) rep rep rep
Therefore (u,O) ~ (O,u) , implying (u,O) ~2(O,u) and thusrep rep·
(u,O,U) ~ (O,u~U) contradicting (C).
CHAPTER II
TECHNICAL CHANGE AND ECONOMIC GROWIH
1. Introduction
There are two aspects of technical change that are essential for a
description of the behavior of an economy over time. These are the rate
of technical progress and the bias of the change. For a twice-differentiable
production function, F(K,L,t), homogeneous of the first degree, with
positive marginal products and a diminishing marginal rate of substitution
everywhere, where K is capital; L, labor, t, time, these two aspects can
be characterized by two indices:1
(1)
F KFKt+ LFLtT t ==-F KFK + LFL
D
d(FK/FL) I
FK FKt FLt
dt =--FL FK FL
(2)
Both indices, in general, are functions of both the capital-labor ratioJ,
k(= ~), and time.
The time profile of output, the real wage, and the rate of interest
can be expressed in terms of these two indices and the rate of growth of
the capital-labor ratio. In'a two-sector model the conditions necessary
to preserve equilibrium in the factor markets can be expressed in terms
of these aspects of the production functions of the two sectors. These
1These are the natural counterparts for a study of economic growth of
the indices used to describe changes in unit costs in Salter, W.E.G.,
Productivity and Technic~l Change, Cambridge, 1960.
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conditions can then be used to characterize those types of technical
change which permit steady exponential growth. For both one and two sector
models, the change, over time, in the factor-price frontier can be
expressed in terms of these two indices.
2. Growth in a One Sector Model
In.order to describe the time profile of various economic variables,
two standard characteristics of a production function will also be used.
These are the elasticity of substitution, ~ , and the share of capital v,
both of which, in general, are functions of both k and t.
(3) d(K/L) I K/L
FKFL
~=- =--d(FK/FL) FK/FL FFKL
FKK
v= F(4)
A dot over a variable will denote its time derivative.
The definitions of T and D can be solved for FKt and FLt giving:
(5)
FKt = T + (l-v)D,FK
= T - V D.
From the definition of ~ we have:
(6) I (I-v)~k
I
Equations (5) and (6) can now be combined to give the rate of growth of
the marginal products in terms of the two indices of technical change
and the rate of growth of the capital-labor ratio.
15
(1)
From equation (7) can be derived the rate of growth of output and of the
share of capital.
(8)
..
(9)
These relationships between the indices of technical change and
the rates af growth of output and marginal products will hold for a
one-sector model or for any sector of a multi-sector model of Ian economy.
It is natural now to examine the relationship between these indices
of technical change and Hicks and Harrod neutral change.
3. Hicks Neutrality
Hicks neutral change is d~fined as the constancy over time of the
ratio of marginal products at a given capita~-labor rat~o. Since D is
the partial derivative of the log of this ratio with respect to time,
Hicks neutrality is equivalent to D = O.
Hicks neutral change is known to be equivalent to F(K,L,t) = A(t)G(K,L)
I
or, wrl ting F(K,L,t) = L£(k,t), .f(k,t) = A(t)g(k). This can be shown to
be equivalent to T(k,t) being a function solely of time.
16
f
For this production function T = ft -~- A( t ) .
f
Conversely.f t1. T = C(t) for some function C, then f is decomposable
and f(k,t) = A(t)g(k).
Note that in the case of Hicks neutrality T At= -A
4. Harrod Neutrality
Harrod neutral change is defined as the constancy over time of the
capital-output ratio when the marginal product of capital is constant.
This is equivalent to the constancy of relative shares at a constant
marginal product of capital.
This definition of neutrality can be stated in terms of T and D.
From (7) we see that the marginal product of capital is constant if
(10) kk
aT=- +cyD
1-1T
From (9), the constancy of relative shares is equivalent to
(11) k -D
k = 1- .1cy
for rr 1= 1, D = 0 for cy= 1.
Equating (10) and (11) gives the condition for Harrod 'neutral change:
(12) (1 - 1)T + (1 - 1T)D = O.cy
From (12) and the equivalence of Hicks neutrality and D = 0, it is
se~n, as was shown by UzawJ, that both Hicks and Harrod neutrality hold
if and only if cy= 1 for all k, which is the condition for a Cobb-Douglas
production function.
2Uzawa, H., "Neutral Inventions and the Stability of Growth Equilibrium,"
Review of Economic Studies, 1961.
17
2Harrod neutral change has been shown to be equivalent to f(k,t) =
kA(t)g(A(t» . The regularities of f permit the production function to
be written f(k,t) = ~(x,t) where x = -f~(~~,-t-)and is the capital-output
ratio. 2Then Harrod neutrality is equivalent to
(13) ~(x,t) = A(t)V(x).
The equivalence of (12) and (13) can be shown directly. Writing
equation (12) in terms of F and its derivatives yields
(14)
Substituting f and its derivatives for F, using FKL
K
- F
L KR" and
simplifying yields
( 15)
This can now be written in terms of ~ and its derivatives by use of the
following substitutions:
cPx
fk = ~ + xTx
cPcP
t
4>cP - 24>2xx x
(4) + x~ )3
x
4> + x~
x
( 16)
x~24> + 4>2~ + xcP~ ~ - cPcP 4> - x4>~ 4>x t xt x xt x t t xx
(~ + x4l )3
x
Using these substitutions and simplifying results in:
( 17)
18
Integrating (17) with respect to x gives:
(18) log ~t = log ~ + c(t)
~
or~t=C(t).
This implies (13)~
From (13) we see that ~ = At', ~ = A'~, and ~ = A't'. Thus,x t xt
Using the substitutions (16) we see that:
( 19) TI-v
~
t=-
~
TThis implies the equivalence of Harrod neutrality and -1-- being a function-v
3solely of time In the case of Harrod neutrality with F(K,L,t) =
G (K,A(t)L) , T1-v
AI
:=-
A
5. Example
As an example consider the constant elasticity production function:
Then T - - 6k -p + ~
p(f3k-P + a)
D=~ 0:
f3 0:
3It is not true that Harrod neutrality is equivalent. to -=D~l- being
a function solely of time, although Harrod neutrality 1- ~
implies the latter. The example in the next section reveals thi~, see
footnote 4.
19
cr = _1_
1+ P
For Hicks neutral change we have ~ ex= -ex
For Harrod neutral change (12) becomes:
which implies f3 = 0 .for Harrod neutral change at all capital-labor ratios.
4Thus the change is solely labor augmenting.
6. Growth in a Two Sector Model
This ,approach can now be used to examine the growth of a two sector
economy. For the consumption good sector, let C = F(K1,L1,t)
L1f(k1,t), fk > 0, fkk < O. For the investment good sector,
let I ~ G (KZ,Lz,t) = LZg(kZ,t), gk > 0, gkk < 0, both f and g twice
differentiable. Let p be the price of the investment good in terms of the
5consumption good.
Preservation of equilibrium in the factor markets requires that the
ratios of marginal products for the two sectors remain equal. Since
! ~-D is the rate of change of this ratio, this condition is:
cr k
4_D_
1 - !
a
is always constant over k for this production function while
need not be Harrod neutral.it
SNote that the equations in this section will hold for any
depr.eciation assumption for which the rate of depreciation is independent
.of the use :".of.che capital.
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(20) - D2
Preservation of factor market equilibrium also requires that the
wage in consumption units be the same in both sectors. This implies:
(21)
From (8), (20), and (21), the remaining variables can be expressed:
(22) c- =
C
(23) II
(24)
.
PI =pI
For the gross saving rate, s = pIC + pI
(25) s- =s
Thus, the difference in the rates of technical change of the two
sectors is reflected in the changing price ratio, implying that the change
in the value of new investment (in consumption good~ and the change in the
saving rate depend on the economy's decisions as to changes in k2, Ll, and L2
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and the biases of the change in the two production functions but not the
difference in the rates of technical progress.
7. IIHarrod" Neutrality in a Two Sector Model
In a two sector model, the natural counterpart of Harrod neutrality,
which will be called "Harrod" neutrality, is the constancy of the capita1-
output ratio in value terms at a constant rate of interest. For the
economy; the capital-output ratio depends on the capital-output ratios in
the two sectors and, except when the two ratios are equal, on the
relative outputs of the two sectors. Expressed in terms of the share of
capital
(26)
pIwhere s, as above, equals C + pI
Thus if ~l and rrZ are unequal, ~ is not uniquely related to r, but depends
on r and a decision variable, s. Thus, as a definition of the character
of technical change, "Harrodll neutrality cannot be applied to the entire
economy, but must be applied to the two sectors separately.
From (7) and (20) the constancy of the rate of interest implies:
(27)
From (9) the constancy of ~2 implies
(28)
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Equating (27) and (28) gives the condition for "Harrod" neutrality in the
investment good sector:
(29) = 0
Since the rate of interest is the marginal product of capital in the
investment good sector and since the capital-output ratio is the same in
both value and physical units for this sector, equation (29) is the
same as the condition for Harrod neutrality.
For the consumption good sector the price of capital appears both
in the equation relating. the marginal product of capital and the
interest rate and in the expression for the capital-output ratio in
value terms. This causes the condition for "Harrod" neutrality for this
sector to depend on the nature of the change in both sectors. The
constancy of ~l implies:
(30)
-k -D
....! 1=kl 1 1- 0"1
Equating (27) and (30) gives the condition for "Harrod" neutrality in
the consumption good sector~
(31) (1 -!)T + (1 - ~2)Dl= 00"1 2
As an example consider the constant elasticity production function:
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As above, equation (29) implies ~2 = O. This and (31) imply that
P1 0:2 ~1-(-) + -
P2 '0:2 ~1
= 0 is the other condition for "Harrod" neutrality
in both sectors.
8. Kennedy's Theorem
6Kennedy has shown the equivalence of Hicks neutrality in the consumption
good sector and "Harrod" neutrality in that sector when there is no
technical change in the investment good sector. The absence of technical
change in the investment good sector implies that T2 = O. From
equation (21) we see that D1 = 0 is then the condition for both types of
neutral change. It is also seen from (31) that, except for the Cobb-
Douglas case, the presence of technical change in the investment good
sector prevents the equiva1enceof the two types of change.
9. Exponential Growth in a One Sector Model
The equations derived above can now be used to describe the regularities
of the production function which will permit equilibrium exponential
growth at a constant rate. Assume that Lt = Loe7t, Kt = Koe
pt, Yt = YOe
gt,
where Y = F(K,L,t), depreciation equals 6Kt7 and the ratts of growth are
constant. There are two equations which must be satisfied by this system,
the equation relating the growth of output to the growth of inputs and
the equality of savings and investment:
(32) Y k L=T+lr-+-Y k L or g T + lr(p- 7) + 7
6Kennedy, C., "Harrod on 'Neutrality,'" Economic Journal 1962, and
"The Character of Improvements and or Technical Progress," Economic Journal 1962.
7Any depreciation assumption independent of the use of the capital stock
and not affecting the rate of growth of capital on an exponential path could
be used here;, the one-hoss shay for example.
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(33) K + OK = sY implying for exponential growth
sor g = p - s
sThus) is constant and therefore less than or equal to zero. Equatings
(32)and (33) gives:
(34) (p _ y) = T__ +1 - 1f sIs1 - 1f
For growth to be feasible it is necessary for the implied savings
rate to be less than or equal to one. This implies that the capital-
1
technical change irithe relevant part of the domain of the function.
However) it will be assumed for mathematical simplicity that equation (34)
holds for the entire domain of F.
Consider fi~t the case where s is constant. We shall also assume,
at first, that the rate of growth of output is independent of the initial
capital-labor ratio. This assumption is used in the derivation of the
Golden Rule. Then, (p - r), and thus T is not only along1 - 1f' constant
each growth path) but also for all initial capital-labor ratios. Thus)
T is independent of t and k, implying that for this type of growth
1 - 1f
the production function must be Harrod neutral) F(K)L)t) = G(K)A(t)L),
A'and that ~ is constant and equal to (p - r). Thus, for exponential
growth at a constant rate which is independent of the initial conditions,
with a constant savings rate) we must have Harrod neutrality. This implies
that along the growth path the interest rate and the capital-output ratio
are constant.
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While maintaining the assumption of a constant savings rate, the
assumpti.on of the independence of the growth rate from the initial
conditions is dropped. As before, it is assumed that (34) holds for all
initial capital-output ratios, not just those for which growth is feasible.
These assumptions can be shown to imply a production function which
cannot satisfy all the usual assumptions about its derivatives for all time,
except in the special case where the rate of growth is independent of the
initial conditions, the case considered above.
The constancy of the growth rate on the growth path implies that
1 T is constant on the growth path. From (33) it is seen that the
- 7f
define $(x,t) = f(k,t).
$t
constancy of ~ on the growth path is equivalent to:
capital-output ~atio, x, is also constant along the path.
T $tEquation (19) states ~ = ~
As in section 4
The
(35)
¢l¢ltt - ¢l~
= 4>2
= o ¢lttor 4>
t
Integrating twice with respect to time gives:
(36) y = f(k,t) = 4>(x,t) = A(x)etB(x)
The rat~ of growth of output per laborer, ~, equals B(x). The condition
for growth independent of the initial conditions is the constancy of B,
which reduces (36) to the special case of Harrod neutrality.
The properties of this function can now be examined. Taking the
partial d~rivatives of 4>(x,t), we have:
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~ = etB (A' + tAB')x
¢ = ABetBt
(37)
~ + x~ = etB (A + xA' + xtAB')x
The partia1.derivatives of f(k,t) can be calculated from (16) and (37):
A' + tAB'
fk = A + xA' + xtAB'
A + xA' + xtAB'
(38)
f - kfk
tB= e (A + xA' + xtAB')
F-or (36) to satisfy the conditions of a production funct Lon ,(38)
must satisfy fk > 0, ft ~ 0, f - kfk > 0, fkk.< 0. From the case t = 0,
we see that A must satisfy the conditions normally satisfied by ~, A ~ 0,
A' > 0, 2A,2 > Mil. However, for B' ;:° there exists a t8 such that
fk will equa1.~ero, violating the conditions for a production function.
Thus, for steady exp on.entia1 growth with a constant savings rate and a
twice-differentiable, homog~neous of the first degree, p~oduction fpnction
with positive ~argina1 products and diminishing rate of substitution every-
~here, the rate of growth must be independent of the initial conditions.
8This assumes' that time can assume any value on the real line, which is
a natural assumption to make with exp~nentia1 growth of labor, for this
I implies a positive labor force for all t.
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This can be seen directly by considering the growth paths in
(log (Yt), t) space. Each growth path is a straight line. If two paths
have different rates of growth, they have non-parallel straight lines,
which, therefore, must intersect for some t. Since the capital-output
ratio is constant on a growth path and different for different paths,
at the intersection point the production function has the same output
for different capital inputs while the labor input is the same. This
ecncradfc cs the positive marginal productivity of capital.
An example of a production function which permits exponential growth
with~a changing savings rate is F(K,L,t) = G(B(t)K,A(t)L). For this
BI AIfunction T = 11" - + (1 - 11")B A D = ( 1 - ~) (: I - f) . If !. =s -BIB
AI(34) becomes (p- r) = X- BIB Thus both arguments of G would grow
at the same rate, which is also the rated growth of output. For this
production function relative shares are constant on a growth path.
10. Exponential Growth in a Two Sector Model
For a two-sectpr model to be able to grow exponentially, in addition
to the equation relating the growth of the capital stock and the growth
of output of the investment good sector, it is necessary to satisfy
equation (20) relating the rates of growth of the capital-labor ratios
of the two sectors. We will first consider the case where capital and
labor grow at the same rates in both sectors and then relax these assumptions.
L1 L2Assume - = - = rL1 L2
9times the capital stock.
K2
= K'
2
= p , and depreciation equals 6
9Any depreciation function independent of the use of the capit~l and not
affecting the rate of growth of capital on the growth path could be used
here; the,one-hoss shay assumption for example.
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Equation (20) becomes:
(39) (p - .,) = forGJ"1 = 0"2
E9-uation (34) becomes:
(40)
T2(p - .,) =-.=:...-
I - 7f2
As before, it is assumed that these equations hold for all initial
capital-labor ratios, not just those with a sufficiently small capital-
out.put;ratio to permit growth.
Equation (40) i~ the same as equation (34) for the case of a constant
I
s~vings ratio. Therefore the results derived there about the nature of
the production function, hold here for the production function of.the
investment good sector.
With (p - 7) constant for all initial conditions, the investment
good production function is Harrod neutral G(K,L,t) = G(K,A(t) ,L). This
permits the use of equation (29), the 'equation for Harrod neutrality,
which may be solved for D2 in terms of T20 Equating (39) and (40), using
this substitution, gives the equation for "Harrod" neutrality in the
consumption good sector, equation (31). For an economy growing along such
an exponential path, the interest rate is constant (as in the last
section) and, from "Harrod" neucra Hny, relative shares are constant in
both sectors.
The rate of growth of the output of consumption goods can be derived
from' (22):
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(41)
C I(For C to equal I' this implies Harrod neu~ra1ity, F(K,L,t) = F(K,B(t)L),
A' B'with A' = 'B).
The change in the price ratio can be derived from (21):
(42).
Thus, the sign of the price change depends on the relative rates. of
T1 T2technical change, 1-v - 1-11" • Thus, the amount of capital which may be
1 2
purchased by the sacrifice of a unit of consumption changes over time
with the changing input requirements for unit production.
This equation can also be used to derive the consumption stream which
may be obtained by sacrificing one unit of consumption, at t = 0,
1for example. One unit of consumption purchases - units of capital which
Po .
This is worth (pt/PO)(r - 6)gives a stream of (r - 6)1 units of capital.
Po
units of consumption at time t for all t ? O. In the general case Pt
changes irregularly over time. The instantaneous rate of return on a
unit of consumption is (r - 6) + £.
p
Equations (40) and (41) imply that the gross savings rate, s = a~PI '
is constant. Tms constancy, and those of 11"1and 11"2'imply constant
relative shares for the entire economy.
From (7) the growth of the real wage, w, satisfies:
(43) ~ = T + 'lTl(p- r).w 1
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Thus, the real wage r~ses at the same rate as the average product of
labor in the consumption sector, which is also the rate of growth of
While stI l.L
, .
L2
~ = 72, with 71 and 72
2
Llp, we shall now assume ~ = 71 and
1
not necessarily equal. Equations (39) and (40)
now become:
(44)
(45)
T2=--
1-11"2
If these two equations hold for all initial capital-labor ratios,
equation (45) and the constancy of the growth rate imply Harrod neutrality
in the investment good sector. For this case, the growth of the other
variables can be derived.
Equating (44) and (45), using the equation for Harrod neutrality gives:
(46)
!For "Harrod" neutrality Dl would have to equal 0"1(p ..72) ..(p - "12).
Thus, for '11 f '12,·there is not "Harrod" neutrality in the consumption
good sector.
As before, the interest rate and relative shares in the investment
good sector are constant. The share of capital in the consumption good
sector satisfies:
(47)
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Thus, the sign of the change depends on the relative rates of growth of
labor inputs.
The equation for the growth in the output of consumption goods
becomes:
(48)
C I A(For C = I' this implies Harrod neutrality, F(K,L»t) = F(K,A(t)L) with
The price change equation remains essentially the same:
(49)
The rate of change of the g~savtngs rate can be derived from (25),
(48), and (49):
(50) s- =s
Since the price ratio reflects the differences in technical change, the
sign of the change in the savings rate depends on the difference in the
growth of labor inputs.
Let T be the share of capital for the entire economy. From (26),
(47), and (50),
(51)
Thus the change in relative shares depends on the relative rates of
growth, reflecting the same dependence as Tl and s.
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The equation for the growth of the real wage becomes:
(52)
Thus, the average and marginal products in the consumption good sector
no longer grow at the same rate.
If the ratOP of growth of the capital inputs are different for the
i Kl I K2 L2two sectors, I j ~. Let p = I ' P2 = ~ ,12 = ~ Thenithe relation222
between inputs and outputs in the investment good sector is:
1 - 7r2 + 1 - 7r2
P - P2(53)
This is similar to the expression for a one sector model with a changing
ssavings rate, (34), with P2 - P =;. Remarks there.on the nature of
the production function wi~l hold here for the investment good sector.
Summing up the results of the two sections on exponential growth, we
have seen that exponential growth at a steady rate in a one-sector growth
model with a constant savings rate implies a Harrod neutral production
function and a rate of growth independent of the initial conditionsn
Exponential growth of labor and capital inputs in both sectors of a two
sector model with capital growing at the same rate in both sectors implies
Harrod neutrality in the investment good sector. If the two labor inputs
also grow at the same rate, "Harrod" neutrality in the consumption good
sector, constant relative shares, and a constant savings rate are implied.
If ~he labor inputs grow at different rates, there is not IlHarrod"
neutrality and the saving~ ~ate and relative shares are not constant.
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11. The Factor-Price Frontier in a One Sector Model
The factor-price frontier(FPF} gives the locus of real wage-interest
rate'pairs at which equilibrium is sustainable. To determine the
frontier, in a one-sector model, for a 'production function F(K,L} = Lf(k} ,
fk > 0 , fkk < 0 , since fk is monotone, for any r which can be achieved,
-1k = fk (r) and w = f - kfk• Combining these
(54) -1 -1w = f(fk (r}) - rfk (r) •
(55) dw =-dr - k
(56) = -dkdr
-1
= --fkk
Thus the frontier, for a one-sector model, has a negative slope and is
convex from below.
it is clear from the equation determining the frontier that the
frontier is ~ndependent of the rate of grow~h of the labor force. How-
ever, the 1ev~1 of consumption per capita associated with a point on the
frontier-depends on the rate of growth of the labor force. With an
increasing labor force, the stock of capital must be enlarged to preserve
the constan~y of the capital-labor ratio. Consumption per capita, c,
therefore-equals f - rk where r is the rate of growth of the labor force.
From this equation it is seen that for a given rate of population growth
maximal consumption per capita occurs when the Golden Rule is satisfied,
or the rate ..of interest equals the rate of growth. The Golden Rule also
implies that consumption equals the share of labor at the optimum. Thus
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the factor-price frontier can be interpreted to give the locus of ~xima1
consumption per head for a given rate of growth of the labor forcelO
with the rate of growth of labor replacing the rate of interest and
consumption per head replacing wages on the axes.
12. The FPFand Technical Change
Introducing technical change into the production function causes
the factor-price frontier to shift over time. This movement can be
described in terms of T and D in two ways, along lines of constant interest
rate and'a10ng radii through the origin.
To examine the first, solve FK = 0 for k , getting:
(57) ~ aTk = l-V + aD
Then the change in the real wage along this line can be determined by
substituting this into the equation for FL •
(58) ww
T= ---
1 - 7r
Thus the factor-price frontier will rise proportionally if and only
if T is independent of k, which is equivalent to Harrod neutral
1 - 7r
technical change.
To examine the movement of the frontier along a radius, the equation
FK FL k= -- can be solved for -k :FK FL
(59)
k
k = aD
10This interpretation has been made by C. C. von We izs ac:ker, "A Note
on Professor Samuelson's Factor-price Frontier," unpublished.
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AC BD
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HARROD NEUTRALITY
36
w
OA = OBOC OD
o r
HICKS NEUTRALITY
.'
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FLSubstituting this in the expression for -- gives the rate of move-FL
ment of the frontier in this direction
(60) !. = ~ = T
r w
Thus the factor price frontier advances proportionally along radii
if and only if T is independent of k which is equivalent to Hicks
neutral technical change.
12. FPF in a Two-Sector Model
To describe the frontier in a two-sector model with production
functions C = F(K1,L1) = L1f(k1) and I = G(K2,L2) = L2g(k2), fk v gk > OJ
fkk ' gkk < 0, it is necessary to determine both k1 and k2 as functions
of'r. Let ~i(ki)
fk
~1(k1) = f - k f1 k
be the ratio of margbal products in the two sectors,
marginal rates of substitution implies:
(61)
(63) dw =_dr
-1 -1w = ~(~1 (~2(gk (r»» 0
2k1fk g
2,gkf
(62)
(64)
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Thus the frontier is always downward sloping but its convexity
has not been shown. However, the FPF is convex from below when the
consumption good sector is more capital intensive than the investment
good .sector.
As in the one-sector model the frontier is independent of the rate
of growth of the labor force, while per capita consumption depends on the
rate of growth. For a labor force growing at a rate 1, the investment
consumption gives:
(65)
Maximizing per·capita consumption for a given rate of population growth
again gives the Golden Rule, permitting the same interpretation of the
FPF in the two-sector model as in the one-sector modelo
13. The FPF and Technical Change
The movement of the frontier over time along lines of constant
interest rate can be determined as in the one sector modelo Setting
r = 0 gives:
(66)
Substituting this in equation (20) the equation for the preservation
of equality of marginal rates of substitution gives:
(67)
kl =
rJ'lT2 + rJ'1 Dlkl 1 - 7r
0
2
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This implies that along a line parallel to the wage axis:
(68)
w T2
-w = T1 + 1 - 7f2
A sufficient condition for a proportional rise in the frontier is
thus seen to be Hicks neutral change in the consumption good sector and
Harrod neutral change in the investment good sector.
FL GKTo describe the movement along radii, equation of - and - andk FL GK
1substitution for ~ fro~ (20) gives:
1
(69)
(T2(T2 - Tl + D2(1 + 7fl - '1T'2»
1 +'1T'1 - 7f2
GKSubstituting this in the equation for G .gives:
K
r w '1T'1T2 + (1 - '1T'2)T1( 70) - = - = ---=--..=.----=---=
r w 1 + 7f1 - '1T'2
The form of this expression suggests that sufficient conditions for
p~opo~tio~a1 movement of the frontier would involve relationships between
the two production fum cLons .
CHAPTER III
OPTIMAL GROwrH IN A MODEL OF SRINIVASAN
10 Introduction
1Srinivasan has presented a two-sector growth model with fixed
coefficients, one capital good in the investment good sector and many
capital goods in the consumption good sector. This model was shown to
have a "terminal path" on which only one type of capital good is used to
produce consumption goods, the capital-labor ratio is constant in each
sector, and per capita consumption is constant and equal to the maxi-
mum sustainable level. The optimal approach to this terminal path was
defi~ed as the approach w~ich reached the terminal path in the shortest
time. Srini~asan conjectured that the optimal approach was achieved by
building at first just the capital good for the investment good sector
and then just the capital good used in the consumption good sector on
the terminal path. The time for th~ change from production of
one capital good to the other was chosen so that the stock of capital
goods in the investment good sector would depreciate to the level requied
on the termi~al path, reaching that level simultaneously with the achieve-
ment of the terminal path level by the capital good for the consumption
sectoro It is shown below that the optimal approach takes this form or
involves building more capital goods for the investment sector than will
lSrinivasan, To N., "Invpstment Criteria and Choice of Techniques
of Production," Yale' Economic Essays. 1962.
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be needed at the time of achieving the terminal path, depending on the
size of the coefficients of the model. In other words, if the capital
good in the investment sector is sufficiently productive the time lost
building additional capital for the investment good sector is more than
recovered by the more rapid rate of construction of capital for the
consumption good sector.
20 The Model and the Terminal Path
Let ~. be the rate of input of labor services needed to operate
].
a machine of type i, i = 0,1,2,0 ••;rO' the rate of output of machines
(of any type) per machine of type 0 in use (type 0, then, is the machine
in the investment good sector), ri, the rate of output of consumer good
per machine of type i in use, i = 1,2,0 ••• It is assumed that labor
grows exponentially at a rate e from a unit level at time zero and capital
depreciates ~xponentia11y at a rate o. Let Ki(t) , K~(t), and Xi(t)
be the stock of machines in existence, the stock of machines in use, and
the gross addition to the stock of machines of type i at time to Let
Ct be consumption at time t;ct, consumption per worker at time to
It is assumed that the coefficients satisfy the following:
> 6.0 0 > 00. 0
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The terminal path is characterized by:
'1(" - e - 6)
(1 + e)c = .....j_O _
t+l ~j('10- e - 6) + ~O (e + 6)
E (e + 6) eet
K (c) = Kg (c) = --~-~~-~~-----o 0 ~j (70 - e - 6) + ~O (e + 6)
et
KE (7 - e - 0) e
j (t) = K' (t) ....-==....;:O:.-__ ~-- -__=_
j - >.oj (70 - e - 6) + ~O (e + 6)
K' ( t) = X ( c) = 0
i i
for i f 0, j
where j satisfies:2
<
(10 - e - ._6)
~O (e + 6) <
Thus the terminal path is achieved whenever KO !t) and Kj (t) are
greater than or equal to their equilibrium levels K~ (t), K~ (t) 0
3. Approaches to the Terminal Path
Since only type 0 capital can be used to produce machinesj the
optimal approach is solely concerned with production in the investment
good sector and it is assumed that there is no production in the
2It is assumed that X
j
> ~O for this j.
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3consumption good sector. It is assumed that the stocks of both 0 and
j type machines are below equilibrium level at time zero, the time at
which the optimal approach will be _started.
On the approach described by Srinivasan, just type 0 machines are
A
constructed from time 0 to time tl, while just type j machines are
A Aconstructed from tl to t2 at which time the optimal path is exactly achieved.
Algebraically, this can be expressed as:
(10
_ 0) t
KO (t) =K
(0) e0 A
-Ot
o ~ t ~ tl
K. (c) = Kj (0) eJ
with tl
'"and t
2
determined by the equations:
Define to as the solution to the. equation:
3Changes in a path made on sets of measure zero will clearly not
affect the optimality of an approach, so it is assumed that any machine
produced is produced in positive quantity by each machine producing
it.
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This solution) then) is the time when) if just type 0 machines are
built) there will be full employment of labor in the investment good
sector.
4. The Nature of the Optimal Approach
The optimal approach will be determined by first solving the problem
of achieving the terminal path level of type j machines with the capital
input constraint (but not the labor constraint). This will be called the
unconstrained problem. This solution will take the form of building ty~e 0
'" '"machines ~ntil a time tl and then type j machines from t1 until time t2 .
"" "'-The nature of the soltuion will depend on the size of tl relative to tl
If ~l ~tl ) the solution described by Srinivasan is optimal.
'"tl ~ to ) the solution to the unconstrained problem is feasible
and therefore the optimal approach. If to ~ tl) labor becomes a scarce
resource at time to and the solution will involve constructing just type 0
capital until to ) both types from to until t3 ) and then just type j from
t3 until t2 ) where t3 is selected by a further optimization.
First the nature of the solution to both the problem and its unconstrained
version will be discussed. This will limit the set of approaches from
which the optimum will be chosen.
It is seen from the nature of the problem that if one approach has
strictly more of both 0 and j types of capital than a second for all time
between some t less than the time the second achieves the terminal path
and that time) then the first is strictly better than the second. This
implies that the set of approaches on which only machines of types 0 and j
are produced and on which at no time are both labor and type 0 machines
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unemployed contains an approach strictly better than any approach not in
this set.
From the nature of the technology it can be seen that if machines of
types il and i2 ' iI' i2 ~ 0 are being produced during a finite interval
of time, the total number of machines built during the period and still
available at its end is independent of the relative numbers of either type
4or the timing in which they are constructed. It follows that any final
stock of the two types can be reproduced by producing first just type il
and then just type i2. It can also be seen that the stock of type il
in the path after the retiming is always at least as large as before the
retiming and strictly larger from the time at which type i2 is constructed
on the original path until (but not including) the time at which the last
il machine is built on the original path.
If one of the types in this retiming is type 0, then the retiming can
be done if and only if type 0 is produced first. It follows, therefore,
that for paths on which type j machines are built before type 0 machines
and also before to (that is, while there is unemployed labor) there is a
path on which type 0 machines are built first and then type j machines
which is better. This holds for the unconstrained problem, without the
condition about to'
These remarks taken together imply that for any approach not in the
set characterized by the construction of just type 0 machines until a time,
tl, and then just type j machines until t2, the time at which the terminal
paths is achieved, there is an approach in this set which is better for
the unconstrained problem.
4Changing the "timing" of construction of the machines means altering the
relative outputs of the two types of machines, not the time path of total output.
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5. The Unconstrained Problem
The remarks of the previous section imply that, writing t2 as a function
of t1, the unconstrained problem can be written as:
Minimize t2 (tl) subject to:
( 1)
(2)
Taking the derivative of t2 with respect to tl gives~
Z ) ( rotl rotdt2 = 'YQ (t2 - tl KJ O)e - rO Kr,(O)e 1
dt1 (e + O)K~ (O)e(e + O)t2 - r K (O)eYOtl
J 0 0
Equating this with zero yields the condition for the optimum (which
will be denoted by -):
(3)
Substituting for the optimum in equation (1) yields an implicit
'"equation for tl:
(4) o 0
Define 51 as the set [tIl tl ~ ~1 ' t2(tl);§ ~23
dt2The denominator of the expression for ~--dtl
is negative for all t in 81 since~
. E E A
(yo-e-6)Ko(tz) ('Yo-e-O)Ko(t2)= <_ ----
YOKO(tZ) ~. 12 KO(tZ)
!-0-0
_0
YO
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Evaluating the second derivative of t2 at tl
(5) =
dt2where D is the denominator of ---d .t1
,.., "..
Thus, if there is a solution of (4) satisfying tl ~ t1 ' this
solution is a local minimum and is the only solution in the set S.
If, also, ~l ~ to' this solution is feasible for the original problem
and thus is the optimum.
If there is no solution to (4) in S) the approach described by
dt ;.. dt2Srinivasan will be optimal if 2_ is positive at tl (sihce dt cannotdtl 1dt2 "..change sign in S in this case). If dt is negative at tl, it would
1
6. The Third Case
'V
It remains to consider the case where to ~ ti. It is seen from the
remarks of section 4 and the results of section 5 that for this case,
for any approach that does not construct just type 0 capital until time
to there is a better approach which does. Thus, the optimization is
reduced to th~ optimal behavior after to.
Consider the set of approaches for which the stock of type 0
machines grows at a rate e until time t3 (with the remaining type 0
machines producing type j machines, thus preserving full employment of labor
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from to until t3), add just type j machines are constructed from t3 until
t2, at which t~e the terminal path is achieved. Clearly the labor
constraint is satisfied on all such approaches and the stock of type 0
machines at time t2 exceeds the terminal path level. Thus the best path
i~ this set is the solution of the following problem:
(6)
-6t (r -8-6) e(t3-tO) -6(t -t) -6{t -t )K (O)e 2 + 0 K {t )(e -e 3 O)e 2 3 +
j e + 6 0 0
Those paths not in this set which can be obtained by re tim ing the
construction of the two types of machines between to and t3 by making
earlier the daee of construction of type 0 machines are equivalent to
the paths in the set. (In other words, as long as labor is fully
employed it does not matter which type of machine is standing idly by).
Paths not in the set, which cannot be obtained in this fashion are inferior
to paths in the set. Thus, the solution to the problem above gives the
optimum for this case, but it is not unique.
Solving the problem we first compute the derivative from equation(6)~
( 7) -atoe
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Equating this with zero gives the optimal solution:
(8)
-Substituting this in (6) gives the solution for t3:
(9)
(e+o) (! + t
3
)
KE (0) e . 70
j
dt2The denominator of dt1
is negative for t3 in S2 since:
(e+O)t
(e+O)K~(O)e 2
(e+0)t3 -eto70KO(tO)e e
E(10-8-0)KO (t2)
YO KO(t2)
Taking the second derivative of t2 with respect to t3, it is seen that itsdt2sign is the opposite of the sign of the denominator. Since dt at to
3
doe~ not exceed zero for this case, a solution of (9) will be in S2.
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To see that the optimum may not be the path described by Srinivasan
5consider the case where Kj(O) = O. Then:
[ 8+6 8+6 KO(O)- log ( )- log --E---- ]
70 70-8-6 ( )KO 0
~ 1 70-8-6 K~ (0)
tl = 7 -8-6 [ 7 + log K (0) ]000
8+6
,..,
Thus t1 as
7 -8-6o
5'"tl is the solution of Srinivasan's equation (3.31).
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